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WE ARE NEVER
NOT INSIDE
DISCRETE OBJECTS AND NESTED INTERIORITIES

by

C L AY O D O M

Hierarchies of resistance, manifest in the form of borders, border walls, envelopes, enclosures, and edges, are
central to design and cultural discourse today. Certainly
in the West, the practice of Architecture, and subsequently that of Interior Design, has been organized by
the consideration and development of borders defined,
for example, as rigid containments, separations, and
delimitations of spaces by program.1 In addition, traditional codified systems (including laws, building codes,
rules, norms, pedagogies, theories and stylistic movements) often reinforce rigidity and resistance in design
practices and associated engineering and building
trades. Not surprisingly, these practices and codes also
actively conspire in perpetuating, or even generating,
a-priori hierarchical understandings of boundaries
which rigidly divide environments, objects, and
interiorities.
Digging deeper into this observation of both design
paradigms and objective realities, we find that borders
seem to prioritize oppositions such as inside v. outside
or object v. space as well as dualities and hierarchy of
material and form associated with demarcation of such
interiority and exteriority. They resist effective interactions of objects and more complex systems of objects
while also blocking much of their critical reconsideration. In its resistance, the clarity of opposition is black
and white and creates a hierarchical world-view where
objects people create are not ‘in’ but ‘on’ the world.2 In
addition, oppositional notions such as mind/body, us/
them, public/private, natural/artificial, or nature/human,
to name a few, have developed out of western classical thought; in fact, this type of separation is visualized, for example, in the 18th century maps created
by Giambattista Nolli of that most classical of cities,
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Rome.3 The “Nollimaps” and later examples in Gestalt
studies prioritize oppositional relationships of figure/
ground or object/ space, and (even when ‘reversed’) we
then see them as distinct and hierarchical (one above or
greater than the other).
Further, these types of oppositions seem to reinforce
anthropomorphic, or human-centric, actions and the
negative environmental effects of the Anthropocene.4
Foregrounding human actions in ways that are distinct
and separated from an interior rather than linked to
it, people operate independently of effect and therefore without consequence of individual actions which
aggregate into larger systems. However, this separation
may be overcome by reframing our work in relation to
interiority rather than distinction from it. “This, then, is
the paradox of the Anthropocene: the point at which we
recognize our species to be a geologic force requires,
simultaneously, the rejection of our metaphysical
separation from nature.” 5 Perhaps then entertaining a
different view of these relations may be a beginning for
recalibrating actions of design and theory today.
Today emerging theoretical frameworks and projects
are beginning to re-situate relations between objects
and spaces (including people), or better yet between
forms of objects and spaces, both in and around the
constructions. These contemporary works develop relations through objects and interiors which both aggregate and interact in localized and non-hierarchical ways.
These works reframe how we understand and operate in
the world and serve as alternatives to existing modernist dogma which prioritizes gestalt, figure-ground forms
of hierarchy. Contemporary examples include theories
such as Object Oriented Ontology and Post-Humanism,
meaning ‘beyond humanism’, which seek to re-situate

RC8_Scendobia_Perspective_NewYork
(photo@ Daniel Koehler)
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the relationships between people, objects, relations,
and effects.6 These previously hierarchical relationships,
seen typically in order from people to objects to space
and environment, may be understood in a more nuanced
spectrum. This new domain is situated between the
explicit or externalized and the ‘withdrawn.’ 7
Reconsidering duality by engaging with contemporary theories outlined above, ranging from PostHumanism and Object Oriented Ontology to engaging
issues of Phenomenology and Atmospheres, we might
come to a vital new understanding. In short, we begin
to realize that everything, from buildings and parks to
people and planets, can be understood as objects and
effects. 8 By extension, “we are coming to realize that
human places exist within and alongside thousands and
thousands of nonhuman places, overlapping, intersecting, and interpenetrating with ‘our’ place.” 9 Objects,
which now include people, spaces, and effects, as
well as physical constructs, are multi-scaled, layered,
nested, overlapped, containing, and contained by other
objects and object-like interiorities. In our daily life we
find examples of this through experience. For example,
we may understand that as we move out of objects
such as buildings, we move into other objects that we
call public spaces. To follow, we may understand that,
as we move out of cities, we move into suburbs. If we
continue this trajectory, we not only expand in scale, but
we also see that we are always moving through, across,
or between borders ‘into’ another interior. We may then
come to realize that perhaps we aren’t ever fully outside.10 Further, we might even begin to consider that our
day-to-day experiences are of interiors of objects, and
we are never not inside them. 11
What are explicit examples interior designers
and architects might reference when they interrogate, activate, and synthesize object-oriented interior
relationships between larger and smaller objects?
Returning to the framework of varied, layered relations
as suggested in the illustrations, architect and professor Tom Wiscombe creates a compelling pair of analogies. He writes that, “a sack gathers things together into
a loosely coherent form without dissolving the things’
discreteness…this theory suggests multiple outsides
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and insides, and an infinite deferral of interiority, like
drilling sideways through a set of Russian dolls…buildings become objects, wrapped in objects, wrapped in
object and so on.” As either sack of objects or nested
objects, borders in these powerful analogies become
the defining points of articulation between interiorities.
Most likely, these borders exhibit different tendencies
for formal or spatial readings depending on which side
relations of people and/or objects occur. Although the
readings of nested interiorities in these examples are
subjectively contingent, the relationships are autonomous. Therefore in order to break a tendency to dualism,
objects (existing either within interiorities of larger
objects, or enclosing smaller objects) should be understood and developed to articulate and promote a range
of interactions-with and autonomy-from their human
and non-human neighbors.12
When challenging hierarchy and rigidity, we might
be tempted to reinforce existing paradigms of digital
form and space which prioritize unification, gradation,
or smoothness as actionable concepts and operations.
This type of smoothness is one characteristic of early
digital projects. This is perhaps most evident in continuous gradation and curvatures, facilitated by software
operations such as ‘lofting’. This is also developed within
the ‘blob’ projects from the 1990s and early 2000s by
architects such as Greg Lynn, and outlined in his seminal exhibition “Intricacy.” 13 More recently this is a characteristic of what is called parametric ‘style,’ espoused
most famously by Patrik Schumacher.14 ‘Parametricism’
in this case describes formal, spatial, and stylistic outcomes of continuous transformations between conditions, rather than articulating explicit and localized,
or discrete, difference. Critically, however, this simply
masks oppositional thinking as critical design operation
while ignoring the question of articulation.
These theories are also being addressed in speculative practices which explore the development of local
conditions and relations which are articulated locally,
and perhaps roughly, rather than concealed within
either smooth continuities or hierarchical part-whole
concepts. Today, these types of relations, articulated
between objects, are being characterized as ‘discrete.’

LEFT

Diagram escribing nesting objects of interiority
atmosphere and environment
RIGHT

Diagram expanding the relationship of nested interiority and points for possible articulation
between interiors, objects, people, and environments

Historian Mario Carpo traces the rise of the discrete
in relation to contemporary practices where the idea
has developed through digital tools and assemblybased material computation. In his essay ‘Excessive
Resolution,’ Carpo writes ‘discreteness is…now embedded in most software,” following with how material forms
of computation are being developed which capture “the
inherent discreteness of nature.”15 The projects and
frameworks emerging from these practices critically
reconsider ideas of anthropocentrism, hierarchy, and
duality while defining new modes for theory and design
based on objects, interiors, and their active articulation.
Today, through theories of object-orientation
and discreteness, objects and interactions are being
reconsidered not as smooth continuities but rather
as localized conditions articulated within even larger
sets of objects and situations. Describing a quality of
irregularity informed by discreteness, Timothy Morton
has written “from the standpoint of the genuinely
postmodern ecological era, what has collapsed is (the
fantasy of empty, smooth) space….The world is so much
more independent of us and so much more playful than
that.” 16 The independence of discrete objects (as physical and spatial formations as well as systemic conditions) allows multiple forms of ‘playful’ relationship and
articulation to occur.
Ultimately, “if everything is a whole object and not
a part of something else, and everything exists equally
but differently, then vertical stratification between parts
and wholes becomes impossible…everything exists
side by side.” 17 Laterally reframing and dismantling
traditional hierarchies therefore becomes a tool used
to reconsider architecture and interior design in the
Anthropocene. Human-made or not, in this view, objects’
interactions are varied and non-hierarchical. They may
generate or affect smaller and larger conditions while
also maintaining ontological and situational ‘differences’ as varying degrees of autonomy depending on the
interactions.18
In order to test the theoretical frameworks described
above, we must expand our understanding of discrete
relations within design itself. Returning to Mario Carpo,

House on Ile Rene-Levasseur
(photo@ Mark Foster Gage Architects)

who has tracked the “turn” from smoothness toward the
discrete in contemporary digital design and fabrication, we understand articulation through “the inherent
discreteness of nature (which, after all, is not made
of dimensionless Euclidean points nor of continuous
mathematical lines but of distinct chunks of matter…) is
the nengaged as such, ideally, or in practice as close to
its material structure as needed, with all of the apparent
randomness and irregularity that will inevitably appear
at each scale of resolution.”19 An example of this form
of discreteness is found in the work ‘Grotto’ by Benjamin
Dillenberger and Michael Hansmeyer, which uses the
discrete manipulation of over 30 billion volumetric
pixels, or voxels, to create extensive and immersive 3D
printed environments.20 Objects (including digital voxels
and physical 3D prints) in this paradigm are allowed
to affiliate, aggregate, and generate interstitial effects
while maintaining varying degrees of individuality and
autonomy.21
Through articulation, borders may be designed to
relate outward yet into the surrounding environment as
nested interiorities or surrounding objects may relate
inward through borders of smaller objects. In the project
“House on Ile Rene-Levasseur” by Mark Foster Gage
Architects, the environment is designed and visualized
as an object that the object of the house sits within. The
work uses concepts of time as process to demonstrate
the transgressive expansion of an objective, interiorized
form of post-natural environment both onto and into
the house-object . Through the object’s own articulations, the living interiors of the environment interact
locally, discretely, with the object. In the process, the
border between object and environment is remade, and
the object is almost, but not totally, subsumed into its
environment, and the environment is literally informed
through the object’s articulations. The man-made and
the natural are placed on the same footing in this operational model of nested interiority and articulated border.
Therefore, the object maintains some autonomy and the
overgrowth is also only partially ‘natural’. The natural
elements take on some of the aspects of the object
conforming to its form while the object itself is partially
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obscured in this direct interaction with its environment.
This inherently follows the tenets of Object-Oriented
Ontology while also developing discrete relations and
notions of effects.
In another example from Professor Daniel Kohler’s
research at The Bartlett School of Architecture, discrete
objects of everyday human habitation (bedrooms, living
rooms, and kitchens, for example) proliferate extensively
within objective urban environments. Kohler uses data
to articulate and drive the local relations within this
expanding set. He describes the process of moving from
immaterial data to material objects as a form of urban
transgression, stating that “today’s abundant information inverses the foresight of an immaterialist city.
The completed anthropomorphic scenography of our
environments reverses as you look to its main driving
ingredient. Data becomes the missing link between the
human and inhuman parts of the city... .” 22
In the B_Mu Tower proposed for Bangkok, Thailand
by R&Sie(n), the architects propose another type of
action, one that literally catalyzes microscopic polluting particles in the environment into larger forms as
a phenomenotechnical experiment and a literal act of
atmospheric scrubbing. 23 The work of materializing
atmosphere at once creates form while also creating new types of action and interaction on the border
between an object and the environment it is within.
The works outlined above are distinct visual and
instrumental examples of object-based contextual
actions which combine the spatial and ephemeral with
the formal and particular to create articulate objects
which generate new interiorized environments. However,
“we are not accustomed to the idea that non-human,
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inanimate objects possess agency and activity, just as
we are not accustomed to the idea that they can carry
information…”24 These ‘non-human’ actors or objects
(such as data, plants, or micro-pollutants) to which
Easterling refers are, however, activated by the designer.
Where B_Mu tower is acting on an interior urban atmosphere characterized by pollution, the existing contexts
Kohler is acting within are defined not only by their
relationship to forms of resistance in the codification
of building, zoning, and land-use, but also through their
relation to codes of capital flow as well as social and
typological factors. Finally, Mark Gage’s work invites an
already interiorized form of designed nature, or postnature, to interact with the object through the object’s
formal and material articulations. Transforming material
and ephemeral information through design represents
the greatest potential for developing new types of spatial ecologies within the varied scales of nested interiors
that have been described.25 Ultimately, in the process,
objects (as interiorities, objects, and object-like environments nested within each other or within other systems)
interact intensively without losing their autonomy.
Now that we are not only facing the reality of the
Anthropocene but are also shifting to a post-human
conceptual framework, we may be able to better understand the potential of nested discrete relations and
forms of articulate interaction in new ways. This is certainly not idealized method and theory aimed toward the
production of continuities or rigid resistance to existing
forces. Instead, resistance is overturned by articulations of, variable relations between, and empathy for
objects. In this way, design shifts to create effusive
and proliferating identities which may allow all objects

(including people) to exist and interact effectively with
the constructions and contexts of the worlds that they
either produce or are within.
Just as with codified hierarchies or Nolli’s map,
what we make also influences what we think. Emerging
design processes, reinforced by conceptual and theoretical shifts, facilitate new actions and help develop
new sensibilities, which are characterized by articulation, specificity, and connection. Ultimately, developing discrete forms and spatial articulations shows the
potential to redistribute hierarchies and to supersede
oppositional, resistance-based paradigms. Certainly,
theoretical and instrumental modes of design are generating fresh models. These models focus on objects and
interactions between object-based interiorities that
have the capacity to aggregate at all scales, from particles to planets. Buckminster Fuller called it ‘Spaceship
Earth,’ and we understand now that ‘we are trapped,
utterly reliant on our spaceship planet...” 26 Finally, these
new ways of thinking and working may well generate
even newer paradigms for action, productively synthesizing ecological thinking and empathetic imagining for
a sustainable future inside.
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